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Abstract—Throughout the world, there are debates and 
questionnaires on whether sports betting is morally wrong and 
whether it should be legal or illegal. While these debates continue 
every nationwide, governments are updating the laws on betting. 
They bring different criminal sanctions -like fault and offense- to 
betting bosses and betting players in both physical and virtual 
environments. Illegal betting harms countries' economies because 
money transfer is among the different countries. It also directs 
people to the gambling. For this reason, illegal betting is an 
important concept in information law and computer forensics. 
There can be many criminals or criminal tendencies in web 
activities, as well as illegal betting. This study reviews illegal 
betting in terms of information law and web forensics.    
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The access of on-line technology into the world of 

gambling, and especially into the world of sports betting, has 
brought another dimension to sports crimes. These crimes can 
be committed for all professional sports [1].  

Betting on sports games has become a common practice 
since the invention of gambling software that enables online 
money transactions. Despite his glamor and imaginary power 
to be rich, people lose billions of dollars in total [2]. 

In recent years, both speculative claims and court decisions 
pointed to the monetary crimes in the betting sector. Two main 
axes of financial crime typologies coexist in the betting 
market: match fixing and money laundering. To earn more 
money in the betting markets, match fixing in relation to bet 
targets to change the result of the game using bribery ways. 
For this case, irregular betting patterns can be a predictive sign 
[3].   

The betting markets also provide money laundering. First 
of all, it is necessary to examine the structure of the sports 
betting market. Figure 1 shows structure of the sports betting 
market.  

• Legal betting market; consists of bookmakers and 
players acting under a procedure that is determined by 
a regulation. We see legal betting markets in countries 
where bets are legal. 

• Illegal betting market refers to bettors and players who 
are banned in countries where the bet is illegal. Illegal 

bets are made in the same way as cash and bank 
transfers in both online and over-the-counter systems 
[3]. 

• Gray zone; includes both legal and illegal markets. 
Bookmakers take illegal bets as black money from 
customers and use them in the legal betting market. It 
offers a direct channel for money laundering [3].  

In many European countries, special units have been 
established for match-fixing, betting, money laundering and 
financial crimes. Global organizations like Interpol, Europol 
created special units for them [4, 5]. Figure 1 shows the 
structure of betting market.  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The structure of betting market 

Money laundering is defined as methods of converting 
illegal money from illegal sources and hiding the nature of the 
money and putting it into the legal system of the economy [6]. 
Figure 2 shows this transition. 

Pantheon-The Sorbonne and the International Center for 
Sports Safety (ICSS) have estimated that the estimated betting 
volume of the global market (illegal and legal) is between 200 
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billion euros and 500 billion euros. The return rate of this 
money to the bettor companies is more than 99% [3]. 

Online illegal betting and gambling are analyzed like 
organized crime. Every country in Europe, North America and 
Asia have different criminal sanctions [7, 8].  

Figure 2 presents how money laundering work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. How money laundering works [5]    

Revenues of derivative products such as global sporting 
events, televised events and sports betting are increasing at an 
exponential rate. A negative side effect of the globalization of 
the sport is the increase in the exploitation of the betting 
market as a mechanism for money laundering [9].       

II. SPORT BETTING 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3. Sport betting games 

Figure 3 shows sport betting games following. 

A. Sport Betting Games  
•  Horse Racing - Virtual Horse Racing 

•  Dog Racing - Virtual Dog Racing 

•  Rapido  

•  Soccer - Virtual Soccer 

•  Tennis - Virtual Tennis 

•  Basketball - Virtual Basketball  

•  Badminton - Virtual Badminton  

•  Hockey - Virtual Hockey 

•  Golf - Virtual Golf 

•  Formular-1-Racing  

•  Cricket [10]. 

B. Betting Offices  
These are offices owned by private individuals where 

betting activities are carried out. There are certain opening and 
closing times.  Coffee and other drinks are free for bettors. 
Pen, Notepad and Betting Journal is available for all bettors 
[10].  

C. The Betting Process 
The betters will find an empty place when they enter these 

betting bureaus, then go to the sports desk and record their 
bets on a piece of paper. They then go to the cashier's desk for 
cashier bets and pay for cashier bets. The cashier gives a 
receipt while the cashier keeps the other receipt. Some betters 
go back to sits on the television screen showing live matches 
to watch the results of the game [10]. 

III. BETTING LAW AND SOME CRIMINAL CASES 
In order to restrict the states through United States from 

legalizing sport betting, the legal status were defined in the 
Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act (“PAPSA”) in 
1992. The Congress had a perception of that sports betting 
would reduce public confidence in the authenticity and 
identity of sporting occasions and a belief of that the licensing 
of sports betting would hurt America's youth [11]. 

Although betting, gambling, and wagering on professional 
and amateur sporting events is described as criminal activities 
by the PAPSA, these activities are legal in Nevada, Oregon, 
Delaware and Montana and free from the obligation until 2007 
[12]. 

For United States citizens, there are now other options that 
want to gamble with sporting events, such as illegal gambling 
online, organized gambling or visiting a country where sports 
betting is legal. Criminal activity related to sports betting is 
between $ 80 and $ 380 billion per year in the United States 
[11]. 

Canada allows legalized sports betting. Placing legal bets 
on sporting competitions throughout the lottery system for the 
citizens is allowed in many Canadian provinces. Some 
illusions permit betting through online gambling websites 
[11]. 
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A.   New York Sports Betting through Multiple Offshore 
Websites Case 
An illegal gambling operation was conducted in Rochester, 

New York by three people whose ages ranged from 32 to 66 
and received sports bets through multiple off-shore internet 
gambling websites. Gaming revenues were transferred to a 
Connecticut partner to hide resources. The money was then 
credited to a credit line and cash withdrawal was made on that 
credit line by defendants. One of them, said a bettor that he 
would physically harm him, if the payment is exceeding $ 
230,000. This has resulted in extortion charges [12].  

Criminals were sentenced to prison terms between 3,5 and 
9 years in this case, also $ 1,2 million, $ 20,000 in deposits in 
bank accounts, a lake house and $ 60,000 in cash loss of 
money,  

This case shows a clear link between illegal actions 
gambling trade, money laundering (to hide funding sources), 
and extortion (debt collection) [12].  

B. Connecticut Offshore Betting at 44wager.com with 
Tribute Paid to Gambino Family 
In addition to a major Internet gambling business, twenty 

people were charged in illegal card gambling clubs in 
Connecticut. In order to place bets, customer started to use 
Internet sites, mainly using www.44wager.com based in Costa 
Rica. 

Their losses and distributed profits gathered together by 
the operators. The payments were sent to the website via 
Western Union. Tribute (blackmail) payments were made by 
individuals who ran their own independent sports gambling 
operations and a card club that allowed them to operate in an 
area controlled by the Gambino criminal family of Cosa 
Nostra [12]. 

Defendants was sentenced to one year and five years in 
prison. Furthermore, defendants were obligated to pay amount 
ranging from $40,000 to $300,000 each [12].  

IV. ILLEGAL BETTING AS A CYBER CRIME IN TURKEY 
Many studies aim to foster a reflection to integrate 

cybercrime investigations into the everyday routines of 
criminologists and law enforcement officers [13]. 

A. Why Illegal Bet is Preferred 
While people try their luck in various luck games, today's 

sports bets have gained great popularity. The only betting 
system is Iddaa adopted legally in Turkey. The official game 
of the Sports Toto Organization is under state protection. 
Apart from this, there are electronic sellers named Bilyoner, 
Nesine, Misli, Oley, Tuttur and Birebin. These mentioned 
masters use the substructure of Iddaa. It can be sorted the 
reasons of preference of illegal betting sites as follows [14]. 

• No live betting on legal betting sites, there is no live 
betting on legal betting sites, the betting is done before 
the match begins. In illegal betting cites betting can be 
done while match is playing. 

• The legal bet consists of at least 3 or 4 matches on the 
Internet.   It can create coupons for every game on 
illegal betting sites. 

• Each league does not participate in the legal betting 
sites, even amateur matches in the illegal betting sites 
are included in the newsletter. While there are no 
sporting events on the legal betting sites, almost all 
kinds of sporting events are featured on the illegal 
betting sites. 

• The variety of betting on illegal betting sites is 
excessive, while the betting variety on legal betting 
sites is low. 

The most common problem is that you are not paid for the 
various reasons when you have earned. There is no 
interlocutor because it is not legal [14]. 

B. Influence of Illegal Betting Sites on Economy 
According to the ‘Turkey Sports Betting Market / Effects 

of Illegal Betting' report, the legal betting market which is 
played in Turkey 8 billion pounds, but illegal market has 
exceeded 6 billion pounds. Moreover, street bets are not 
included in illegal market figures. The point between legal and 
illegal betting is getting narrower. Legislation in Turkey, 
government brings a huge tax losses [14].  

According to an example given in the report, a company 
operating legally in England but betting illegally in Turkey, is 
gaining 135 million pounds in 2013. The company, while 30 
percent of the revenue comes from Turkey but provides 4 
percent from the UK [14]. 

The annual gain of illegal betting is increasing day by day. 
In Turkey, it is estimated that the annual gain exceeded 20 
billion TL. The Internet bets get state lose 2 million and get 
clubs lose 1 million clubs. 

C. Definition of Illegal Betting in Turkey 
Non-legitimate betting sites are covered by Law No 7258. 

Relating this law, these sites are sites that regulate betting and 
luck games related to sporting events without authorization 
from the Sports Toto Organization Presidency. It is played 
online via internet [14, 15].  

There is no dealer or building in the illegal bet. It is played 
entirely on the internet and this game can be played in a few 
clicks and you can follow your coupon instantly. After 
selecting a site you need to do for it and loading the balance, 
after you have marked your bets on the type of game you want 
to match the matches you want, you can play the coupon. You 
can play illegal bets in this simple way [14, 16].  

D.  Illegal Betting Solution Plan 
• The income of the organizers will be confiscated. 

• The gambling properties will be sealed. 

• Bet-Gambling promotional adverse will be banned. 

• Gambling money will not be sent by money transfer or 
EFT. 



 
 

 

• Transfer of Illegal money will not be done with bank 
card, credit card. 

• Blocking access to supporting sites. 

• A special team will be established under the presidency 
of the public prosecutor for investigations. 

• The cafes that allow entry into gambling sites will be  
      severely punished.  

• Payment channels like bitcoin, ethereum, and ripple 
will be blocked.  

• If someone enters betting site, warning message will 
come. 

• Adver serving sites will be closed for access. 

• Notice system will be established. 

• Search engines will be watched, access will be slowed. 

• Penalty-sanctions will increase. 

• Young people, children will be trained. 

Ministry of Interior, Justice, Finance ministries, Financial 
Crimes Investigation Agency (MASAK), Revenue 
Administration and Security work together. Under the 
presidency of the Republican prosecutor, with the coordination 
of the Ministry of Justice. Institutional representatives such as 
MASAK, BDDK, T B, BTK will also be the solution team 
[14]. 

Figure 4 shows Iddaa betting system is the only legally 
recognized in Turkey. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Iddaa betting system is the only 

             legally recognized in Turkey 

E. 7258 Betting and Chance Games in Football and Other 
Sports Competitions Law on Regulation 
Workplaces and persons who illegal bets are given a 

penalty of up to 5 years from 3 years. Between 4 years and 6 
years penalties are given to people who provide access to 
illegal betting internet sites from Turkey. According to the 
same law, between 5 thousand and 20 thousand pounds of 
administrative fines are applied.to people who bet [17].  

Illegal betting in criminal investigation with regulation 
determination of communication regarding the persons 
playing, listening and recording, monitoring with technical 
tools, to the appointment of a secret investigator to take 
measures to seize rights and receivables opened up front [17, 
18]. 

V. ILLEGAL BETTING IN DIGITAL FORENSIC  
Many studies indicates that illegal betting and gambling 

crimes will continue in the future. Because it is economical 
criminal case. Therefore, this type of crime is important for 
information law and digital forensics.  

Computer forensics is a process of technical examination 
conducted in any kind of information system. This process 
includes stages of identification of scene, protection, 
collection, analyzing and reporting of digital evidence, 
respectively [19, 20]. 

The purpose of computer forensics is to transform the 
digital evidence, which is considered as a potential for 
criminal investigation, into legal digital evidence [21]. These 
legal digital evidences may contain information for any 
criminal case, ranging from a suicide case to the discovery of 
communications between narcotics traffickers, to offenses of 
libel in social media and to seizure of information in a bank 
database by attackers [22]. 

Forensic investigations in information systems are not 
always based on realized crime. These forensic analyzes can 
also carry out a potential crime which is predictive or 
proactive, performing estimation and prevention at the same 
time [23]. 

A. Illegal Betting in Web Forensics 
Web activities are watched for Illegal betting crimes. 

Search engines are analyzed. Search engine indicates crime 
and criminal tendency. Then other web browser forensics 
techniques are used. 

Web browser analysis is the one of the most significant 
techniques in digital forensics. Most crimes committed by 
computer systems are done through a web browser and many 
crimes are revealed through this analysis. Search history of the 
suspect, search terms, visited URLs, download history and 
cache data are significantly crucial for collecting evidence [23, 
24]. 

Users perform numerous actions, for instance surfing the 
Internet, downloading files, using social media applications, 
and accessing email accounts through a web browser. Since a 
lot of the crimes perpetrate on digital resources, it leads a need 
of analyzing user activities by investigating the records of web 
browsers. The web browser stores user records in a number of 
ways. Besides, the data will be stored in different locations 
based on used operating system [24]. 

The suspects may use web browsers for activities such as 
gathering information, concealing the crime, or contacting 
criminals. The evidence obtained from web browser artifacts 
can be valuable since each browser activity can leave residue 
on the system [25, 26]. Figure 5 shows digital forensics 
process stages of web crimes. 



 
 

 

 
Figure 5.  Digital forensics process stages of web crimes 

History file contains all browsing information of the users 
like visited links (URLs), downloads, search terms, and 
download chains etc. Keyword search terms play important 
role to understand user’s psychology. Cookie are files which 
are created when user visit any website. Cookies store site 
preference and profile number [26]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Illegal betting is an economic crime. Because of money 

benefits, it will continue in the future. This study reviews the 
illegal betting for digital forensics and information law. Illegal 
betting is an Internet related crime. As web browser is the only 
way to access the internet and cybercrime criminal uses or 
target the web browser to commit the internet related crime. 
By considering this fact, illegal betting is a crime type for web 
forensics. Applying various digital forensic techniques, illegal 
betting evidences are obtained.  
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